
Interior  Design – Final Exam Dream Designer 

For this project, you will be the Interior Designer. You will be designing your dream home. Follow the 

guidelines below, in exactly the same order, to create the Dream Home Concept Presentation.  There 

will be 5 parts. The entire project will be your final exam grade.  

You will be designing the YOUR dream home. You will choose 3 rooms of your choice (You may NOT use 

the dining room, master bedroom or living room.) You will use the Chief Architect Room Planner App to 

design the floor plans. You will use Google Slides to create the Design Concept Slides.  

 

Part 1  

1.a You will brainstorm your personal style, design style preference and homes choice. Think about 

where you would like to live, the type of home you would like to live in, the furniture styles he or she 

prefers.  

1.b Slide 1 required info:  

 A picture of the home,        a picture of the home floor 

  your  name,    The name of the Home  

  the 3 rooms that will be presented in the project. 

 

PART 2  

2.a Slide  Label the Room    the room’s floor plan with the furniture laid out. 

       room’s colors labeled with the color scheme. 

2.b Slide  Label the Room  

 It will have labeled pictures of      furniture,       2 types of lighting, (label the type)  

        flooring,                wall treatment (paint, wallpaper?)                                           

       window treatment,         3 accessories. 

 

PART 3  

3.a Slide  Label the Room    the room’s floor plan with the furniture laid out. 

       room’s colors labeled with the color scheme. 

3.b Slide  Label the Room  

 It will have labeled pictures of      furniture,       2 types of lighting, (label the type)  

        flooring,                wall treatment (paint, wallpaper?)                                           

       window treatment,         3 accessories. 



PART 4  

4.a Slide  Label the Room    the room’s floor plan with the furniture laid out. 

       room’s colors labeled with the color scheme. 

4.b Slide  Label the Room  

 It will have labeled pictures of      furniture,       2 types of lighting, (label the type)  

        flooring,                wall treatment (paint, wallpaper?)                                           

       window treatment,         3 accessories. 

 

 

  

Part 5  

The student will write a 4 paragraph essay explaining their choices. The student will discuss the not only 

what is shown on the slides, but also the reasoning behind the choice. What is the client’s personal 

style? How do the choices fit into the client’s personal style? How will each room be used and how will 

the choices benefit and fit with the use of the room. You MUST use at least 3 principles and elements of 

design each paragraph. UNDERLINE the vocab words you use. 

Example: 

Paragraph one introduce the Client and his/her style. 

Paragraph two describe your choices and reasons for room 1. 

Paragraph three describe your choices and reasons for room 2 

Paragraph four describe your choices and reason for room 3 

 

 

 


